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HYDEA
Engineering and landscape architecture consulting:

Hydea S.r.l. of Florence is an international engineering and 
landscape architecture consulting company which has worked 
in more than 60 Countries. It sets a benchmark in design and 
construction of complex and integrated works, landscape ar-
chitecture, environmental rehabilitation, design and construc-
tion of parks and gardens.

RAD

The Team

BURO HAPPOLD  
Multi-disciplinary and Engineering consulting:

For over 30 years Buro Happold has been applying its 
engineering expertise to deliver some of the most elegant 
and inspiring buildings and urban spaces in the world. As a 
multi-disciplinary consultancy they have the experience and 
know-how to meet all engineering challenges, wherever in 
the world a project is located. 

RAD is a planning, architecture and design office founded 
in Hong Kong by Aaron Tan in 1994. The office sets out to 
re-define new urbanism and architecture for emerging cities 
in greater Asia. Recognizing the sociocultural matrix in which 
it operates, the office draws on the global nature of its urban 
architectural experiences to develop new contemporary Asian 
urban planning and architectural approaches. 

RAD is a team of architects, urban planners, interior de-
signers and media researchers of multinational origin. Our 
projects include the SK Telecom headquarters Tower and 
W Hotel Seoul, Education campuses and designer hotels in 
China, India and Korea, a Highway Service Center in Taiwan, 
office and residential towers in Hong Kong and China, and 
mixed use developments in India. 

RAD has been profiled and published in several international 
architecture journals and exhibitions, including ArchiLab in 
France, PS1 in New York, the Hayward in London, Secession 
in Vienna, Total Museum in Seoul, the Hong Kong Shenzhen 
Architectural Biennale and the Venice Architectural Biennale.

RAD received the HKIA award and the Korean Institute of 
Architects Award for the design of SK Telecom HQ in Seoul. 
The W Hotel Away SPA & HK Club @ Sea received the PDRA 
Award 2005 and 2006 respectively. The Blink office project 
in Hong Kong received the HKDA Award, and the W Place 
office and commercial project, also in Hong Kong, received 
the HKIA Award in 2010. The SOLO, XiXuan Hotel and Star 
Centre projects received further awards in 2011 and 2012.
Aaron Tan has given public lectures worldwide, including 
the NAI Rotterdam, PAM in Kuala Lumpur, APP in Sydney, 
TNProbe in Tokyo, AAAsia in Beijing, Piran Days of Architec-
ture, Urban Screens in Melbourne and at Harvard. 
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RAD and Civic Buildings
The RAD approach to Civic building design follows directly 
from our principles of master planning, at smaller scale.

We believe that the civic building for education, entertainment 
or exhibition should first of all respond to its urban context. 
This does not mean simply responding to the visual and spatial 
context, but the human and cultural context also.

This is why RAD is research oriented. We find that emphasis 
on initial research provides us with valuable clues about the 
city and the people and communities we design for, and that 
these clues lead to better designs and higher value.

Our research also helps us to question assumptions, and to 
propose changes and additions to progamme where higher 
value can be achieved. 

For the competition winning Star Center student union building 
in JeonJu, Korea, it was our research on the morphology of the 
campus, and our discussions with staff and students, that led 
to the idea of building as ‘connector’. The Centre was pro-
posed as a crossroads, and a meeting place, as the campus 
lacked any such connector for staff and students.

The form of the building was then the result of providing these 
crossroads, and adding grand entries at other corners.

For a highway rest centre in Taiwan, our research showed us 
that these facilities added little value to the journey of both car 
users, and transport truck users. There was a lack of interest-
ing progamme aside from the standard retail outlets, and there 
was an unnecessary separation of truck and car facilities, lead-
ing one or the other facility to be dead space much of the time.

As with much of our planning and architecture, we therefore 
proposed mixing of use, combining the car and truck facilities. 
We also proposed more active spaces, including big steps for 
sitting, leading to a safe traffic free roof play area and garden. 
Any parent who has traveled long distance with children can 
attest to their need to run and play during breaks, and yet this 
is rarely thought of in the design of these facilities.

Combining the truck and car facilities led to economies gained 
from lack of duplication, and a livelier atmosphere day and 
night.

For our SK media and communications exhibition pavilion at 
the 2012 Yeosu Expo in Korea, we wanted to show that our 
client was environmentally responsible, and to ensure that the 
project would be economical.
 
Our study of similar Expos showed a tendency for overdesign, 
waste and distracting design   in such pavilions.
The building was therefore intended from the start to be light, 
demountable and simple. The basic ‘box’ was not meant to 
speak of iconic ‘Architecture’, so much as utility, and humility. It 
was the contents that would dominate.

The enclosing net was an inexpensive and re-usable ‘add 
on’, an additional layer to further evoke lightness, and the 
cloud metaphor adopted by RAD and the client for the exhibit 
spaces.

The NABI arts centre in Seoul for SK Company was located in 
an intimate neighborhood, and intended to provide a venue for 
Art, Culture and Education that the community could enjoy for 
free. The challenge was one of how to provide a ‘big’ build-
ing with multiple facilities including a theatre, on a site that 
required a more domestic scale.
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NABI Arts Centre, Seoul, Korea

Chin Shui Service Centre,Taiwan

SK TelecomHQ, Seoul, KoreaXiXuan Spa Hotel,Hangzhou, China

Star Centre, Jeonju, Korea

Star Centre, Jeonju, Korea

SK Pavilion, Korea

MWD, Korea



The Glade and the Wild Side.

 A city can be as famous for its spaces and parks as it is for its buildings. Space can be 
Iconic. And parks can be Urban.

We think of Manhattan and Central Park. Or London and Hyde Park.

Unlike so many recent Iconic buildings, these spaces remain intensely public, and gener-
ous to visitors and residents. They provide relief, diversion, and civic spirit to otherwise 
increasingly restricted environments. 

We propose that the Gold Coast can offer such iconic spaces as an integral part of its 
Cultural Precinct. We call them The Glade, and the Wild Side.

Challenge  1

The current site is fragmented by roads and parking, and the ad-hoc addition of buildings. 
This results in a series of poor spaces, non with any gravitas, intent, or meaningful scale.  
With no buildings to define it, Bundall road loses urban definition. The situation is subur-
ban, in a place and with a progamme that needs to be Urban.

Challenge 2

Our research shows repeatedly that Art centres and Theatres, when not in use due to 
seasonal and weekly gaps in programme schedules, lead to under populated sites.  We 
therefore provide cafes, bars and shops in the Infrastructural Link, to encourage activity 
all year, day and night.

However, we think that these additions will not alone be sufficient to enliven the Precinct, 
and that the proposed site B can provide the solution. 

Question:

The key ingredient to providing both meaningful civic spaces and liveliness to the Precinct 
is already on the site. It is the programme and space provided for site B.

We question the proposed separation and siting of site B. The separation and siting wastes 
valuable space, does not address Bundall Road in a satisfactory way, and provides no 
direct connection to the cultural buildings.  

We therefore propose to combine the Art and Theatre of site A with the future programme 
of site B, which becomes the Urban Belt, and to cluster them efficiently and compactly 
along the edge of Bundall Road, connected by the Infrastructural Link.  By doing this, we 
free valuable space, which becomes the Glade, and the Wild Side.  Site B becomes simple 
to plan, and enjoys a valuable, continuous street frontage.

The Results:

Architecture: A and B programmes are woven together through the Link, maximizing the 
interaction of programmes for arts, work, rest, and play. All progammes are activated, none 
are isolated.
Urbanism: With site B, the Urban Belt, Bundall Road has a new urban face and identity, 
and acts as a gateway to the Cultural facilities, and to the Glade beyond.  
Civic space:  The iconic Glade, the dramatic and generous urban park with ever changing 
uses: Sculpture of any size. Outdoor concerts for 5,000. Sports and play. The space is not 
prescribed, it is free. We provide a grid of infrastructure only, a grid of power, water and 
footings for temporary pavilions at regular intervals.  
Natural Landscape: The Wild Side. The green lung for the site. The Wild side Acts as a 
visual and acoustic buffer for the houses across the water. Surprising Artworks may be also 
found here, or an Aviary perhaps. Paths for walking, a place for swimming, and a place to 
study, with the planting of new species, and the study of insects. A biologist’s dream.
Access: The Bridge, the Canal, and the entry from Bundall road provide clear and varied 
site access and exit. Cars are concealed efficiently in the parking building, with simple ac-
cess from Bundall road.

The Glade and the Wild Side are our proposed Icon for the Gold Coast. 
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Phase 1
Introduction of infrastructural elements and landscaping. Use of existing buildings can be main-
tained while “temporary” exhibitions/theatre can be held in the Infrastructal Link. 

Phase 2
The New Arts Centre and  Art Theatre begins to establish relations with the Infrastructural Link

Phase 3
With the arrival of the Urban Belt, new relations continue to grow and evolve  

Studies of distribution of Programme

Dissected Split Halved Sandwiched
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Legend: 

1. The Wild Side
2. The Glade
3. Living Arts Theatre
4. Covered Amphitheatre 
5. Civic Chambers
6. New Arts Museum
7. Car Park
8. Infrastructural Link
9. Site B
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Entrance from Bundall Rd through the Urban Belt, a Civic scale Multi Purpose Space

Infrastructural Link , Life as Theatre

Arrival from Bridge. Through the Wild Side and into the Glade
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